Wizard, 2

Standard Human

class & level

race

Sethos al-Nedjes

Timekeeper

Seer

character name

subclass

background
N

player name

experience points

alignment

-1

0
●

strength

2

dexterity

15

5

constitution

intelligence

14

16

-1
2

2

charisma

3

●

11

wisdom

13

0

1

3

SKILLS
2

●

●

●

Acrobatics (Dex)

1

Animal Handling (Wis)

5

Arcana (Int)

-1

Athletics (Str)

0

Deception (Cha)

5

History (Int)

1

Insight (Wis)

0

Intimidation (Cha)

3

Investigation (Int)

1

Medicine (Wis)

3

Nature (Int)

3

Perception (Wis)

0

Performance (Cha)

0

Persuasion (Cha)

3

Religion (Int)

2

Sleight of Hand (Dex)

2

Stealth (Dex)

1

Survival (Wis)

PROFICIENCIES,
LANGUAGES, & FEATS

Dragonchess
Deep Speech,
Southern, Common

HIT POINTS
proficiency
bonus

passive
insight

11
passive
investigation

13

status

initiative

speed

2

30

inspiration

max

Atk Bonus Damage/Type

Quarterstaff

+4

1d6+2 bludgeoning

Ice Knife

+5

1d10 piercing + cold

Starburst

DC13

1d8 radiant

temp

HIT DICE
used

max

14

ATTACKS
Name

current

Range/Properties

type
6

d

DEATH SAVES
successes

passive
perception

failures

13
ARMOR
ARMOR
CLASS

Name

Base AC

EXHAUSTION

Properties

CONDITIONS

12
TREASURE & EQUIPMENT

- dragonchess set
- dice set
- a token of appreciation from a patron
- arcane focus
- spellbook
- a set of common clothes
- explorer's pack (backpack, bedroll,
mess kit, 10 torches, 10 days of rations,
waterskin, 50-ft. coil of hempen rope)

PP

Ritual Casting
GP
10

EP

Arcane Recovery
Glimpse of Fortune
Temporal Points

SP

CP

TM

FEATURES
& TRAITS
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9

2

BACKSTORY
homeland

Though born in the teeming capital of a desert kingdom, your first memories are of
the ordered streets of the Northern city-states. Your parents identified your arcane
gifts early and brought you to the finest mage schools in the lands. Around your
tenth year, you demonstrated a powerful second sight, tantalizing glimpses of the
future revealed in prophetic visions and omens. A wealthy patron opened the right
doors, and you traveled from university to arcanium, learning the arcane arts.
Eventually, studying the rare discipline of temporal magic. Following a pattern of
omens, you returned to the desert where an unfortunate encounter with caravan
raiders introduced you to your closest friend, Tafara the monk. Most recently, your
visions of the future drove you and Tafara to join a band of adventurers. Only with
these new allies can you achieve your destiny.

ALLIES & ORGANIZATIONS

character appearance

Sethos al-Nedjes
character name

age

height

weight

eyes

skin

hair
ADDITIONAL FEATURES & TRAITS

My optimism never wavers for I have seen the
future. This appears to annoy Agna.
or
Choose one PC: For some reason, __________
never seems to believe my predictions.

personality traits
My gifts give me the perfect leverage to attempt to keep
Yarl out of trouble if I can get him to listen for once.
or

ideals
My calculations indicate Tafara has a grand destiny. My
task is to guide her toward it.
or
Choose one PC: Unbeknownst to them, my divinations
saved ____________ from a terrible fate.

bonds
My glimpses into the future reveal Gudrun will turn on us one
day, I must protect the others from her eventual betrayal.
or
Choose one PC: _____________ is a temporal anomaly,
somehow ignored by fate and time, but does not realize it.

flaws

Victoria Rogers - rogers.victoria@yahoo.ca - 336466

ADDITIONAL TREASURE
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Choose one PC: Secretly, I know __________ will one
day reveal my greatest enemy.

Wizard

spellcasting class

ability

save dc

bonus

Intelligence

13

5

Sethos al-Nedjes
character name

Total Slots

0

Cantrips

Expended Slots

3

Total Slots

Expended Slots

Total Slots

Expended Slots

Total Slots

Expended Slots

Total Slots

Expended Slots

6

Prestidigitation

Starburst
Word of Misfortune

Total Slots

1

Expended Slots

7

3
Total Slots

Expended Slots

4

Mage Armor

Cause Fear

Ice Knife
Black Ribbons

Twist of Skein

Seer's Reaction
Expeditious Retreat

False Life

8

Expended Slots

2

Total Slots

Expended Slots

5
9
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